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LinkedIn Key Features 

- Personal Accounts – a personal page required for engaging on the platform in any other way. 
You share photo and video-based posts for others to see and engage with. 

- Business Accounts – vary from organizations, personalities, to brands and have additional 
features, including audience insights and paid advertising features.  

- Groups – private communities with limits on how many can join (32 people currently), typically 
used as a “mastermind” sort of community.  

- Hashtags – A way to index a post under a certain topic or brand that makes it more discoverable 
by users on the platform. 

 
Types of Posts 

1. Video - This can be as simple as a steadily held cell-phone video, or a professionally edited video. 
The key is to engage and connect quickly (i.e., hook them within 3-5 seconds) and deliver value. 
The current limits are 1-minute videos, unless posted to IGTV, in which case you can upload up to 
10-minute videos. Includes written text that goes along with the post to elaborate on the story, 
ask questions, etc. to your followers. 

2. Static Posts – Images that also include written text to go along with the post to elaborate on the 
story, ask questions, etc. to your followers. 

 
How to Leverage the Platform: 
LinkedIn published their own guide, which I would consider reading in full here. 
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Things to Consider Avoiding: 
1. You’ll vibe attracts your tribe! Your behavior will model the tone and acceptable types of 

discourse on your social media channels. Engaging in immature, controversial, or disruptive 
behavior is likely to only bring more attention and similar tone.  
 

2. Be aware of where your link is coming from. I upload all of my Daily BA episodes to LinkedIn 
organically (not linking to YouTube), as this is going to get me far more reach than if I had linked 
to my YouTube link. Why? YouTube and Microsoft compete against each other. You’ll reach a lot 
more people and your message goes further by directly uploading content and posting as 
opposed to linking to other platforms. 
 

3. Don’t half-ass things. It will not perform well. Going that extra mile is going to put you in a better 
position to have your content received and engaged with.  

 
 
Things to Consider Doing: 
1. Almost every single post needs to share something valuable. Find your ratio of providing value 

vs. asking for something and recognize that your audience is going to dictate this. It’s ongoing 
and dynamic. 

 
2. The more niche your content, the better it’s going to perform. If people aren’t sure what you 

offer, what to expect, or what they can gain from following you and that isn’t communicated 
directly or indirectly through your brand then you’re likely to miss an opportunity to capture and 
keep their attention over time. 

 
3. Pick your tone, your purpose, and stick to it. The more authentic it is, the better it’s likely to be 

received.  
 
4. Consistency is rewarded on almost any platform. This doesn’t have to be daily, but search for a 

schedule that fits your resources and your audience’s media consumption habits. 
 

5. People have individualized media consumption habits that can be aggregated to better align 
your content type and posting times. Data are available to inform the best times to post, as well 
as help you refine your content by analyzing what is performing well and who is engaging with it. 
 

6. Data are available for every platform, schedule a review of the data weekly and monthly for 
improvements.  
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Who’s on the Platform? 
 


